King’s Crown
Level: Medium

Finished Size: 25cm (10")

Quilting
101

This block measures 25cm (10") when sewn with a 1/4" seam
allowance, (after trimming back to a true square when completed).
Use a plain background and two fabrics to make the crown, as in the sketch to the
left, or reverse it, using a patterned background and white/solid colours for the
crown itself.
Why not mix and match these styles to form a really interesting quilt, with or
without sashing between the blocks.
Getting Started
Print or trace the templates shown here onto card and cut out. Now trace the
pieces onto your fabrics and cut out (the number of pieces required and fabric
suggestions are shown on each of the templates).
Piecing Together
Start by sewing the bottom left triangle on to the long strip of fabric that forms the bottom of the
crown (shown in aqua in the image to the left). Place these pieces to one side.
Now piece together the main part of the crown by sewing together the small squares and
triangles (shown in white, and orange in the image above) making a large triangle.
Now attach the white strips to the top and right sides of the triangle you just made.
Add the remaining small triangles (shown in aqua in the image above) to the raw
ends of each of the white strips - you will now have an even larger triangle
pieced together.
Sew this triangle to the triangle you put to one side earlier, making a
square.
Trim your block and you are ready to go!
See our sew along for this block on our blog, with more
detailed instructions and step by step pictures
(printstopolkadots.co.uk/blog) and don’t forget to send
us pictures of your ﬁnished blocks/quilts, via the
blog, Facebook or by tagging us in on Instagram
#printstopolkadots. We love seeing your
makes!

Cut x 1 out of
white fabric (or your
chosen background fabric)
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Cut x1 in your
main crown
fabric
Cut x2 in
white/your
background fabric

Cut x2
in white or
your chosen
background
fabric

Fold your fabric in half
and place the bottom
(dotted) edge of this
template on the fold.
Cut x1
in your second
crown fabric
(this will form the
bottom of the crown)

Cut x3
in your main
crown fabric
Cut x2 in 2nd
crown fabric

A free tutorial brought to you by the team at printstopolkadots.co.uk - sharing your passion for fabric!

